Long persistent phosphors (LPPs) have attracted enduring attention owing to their wide applications. However, the discovery of LPPs is thus far largely the results of trial and error. Here, theory-guided defect tuning through topochemical reactions is demonstrated for accelerated discovery of emerging LPPs. First-principles calculations are employed to identify the thermodynamic charge-transition levels of different defect states, which help examine whether the candidate structure is a suitable host for afterglow. Rationally tuning the species and concentrations of defects through topochemical reactions is then illustrated, which leads to discovery of Pr$^{3+}$-doped LaPO$_4$ featuring ultraviolet C afterglow with a lasting time of over 2 h. Such a strategy, in conjunction with advanced characterizations including high-resolution synchrotron X-ray diffraction, positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy, and electron spin resonance, suggests a radical-involved afterglow mechanism. Importantly, it is illustrated that this concept can be extended for the discovery of more LPPs. It is suggested that theory-guided defect engineering enabled by topochemical reactions can be used as a powerful tool to accelerate discovery of novel LPPs with much clearer afterglow mechanisms, with implications even for the design of other optoelectronic materials.

1. Introduction
Long persistent phosphors (LPPs) have garnered enduring interest of materials scientists, chemists, physicists, and even biologists owing to their long-lived phosphorescence and the widespread applications.$^{[1-16]}$ The biggest difference between LPPs and fluorescent materials is that the former can store the excitation energy in excited states and then slowly release it as light. This delayed light emission, commonly referred to as long persistent luminescence or afterglow, arises from the thermally activated detrapping of trapped charge carriers that are created by light excitation and subsequent trapping at certain defect sites.$^{[1,15]}$ Until now, LPPs emitting in the visible, near-infrared, and ultraviolet spectral regions, with afterglow duration of several hours or even several hundreds of hours, have been developed.$^{[1,5,11,17]}$ However, in most cases the creation and tuning of defect-correlated charge-carrier trapping centers have thus far largely been the results of trial and error.$^{[1,18,19]}$ Furthermore, in surprisingly few cases does one have a detailed understanding of the underlying defect structure and the corresponding charge carrier trapping–detrapping process. As a consequence, tuning of structural defects that contribute to the charge-carrier trapping in a rational manner could not only provide new chances to accelerate discovery of LPPs, but also gain deep insights into the mechanism of long persistent luminescence.

Computational methods have been identified as a powerful tool to guide materials synthesis either by predicting structures...
with specific compositions or by assessing the electronic features and other properties of some targeted systems before experiment, with notable successes\cite{20,21}. This has led to accelerated synthetic discovery of new functional materials with desirable physiochemical properties. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, employing computational methods to rationally tuning structural defects has not received deserved attention in previous works.\cite{1} Given that LPPs rely on the trapping of excited carriers by structural defects, we therefore took the view that theory-guided defect tuning could facilitate screening of candidate structures with optimized defect species and amount that favor afterglow, which is of particular importance for searches for emerging ultraviolet C (UVC) LPPs because of their present-day scare types and huge potential in terms of sterilization, disinfection, cancer therapy, and so on.\cite{11,12} We also held a point of view that, through theory-driven intentional manipulation of defect states, we could gain a robust understanding of the underlying afterglow mechanism, which would in turn further promote more rational design of LPPs.

Considering that structural defects play a particularly important role in governing the trapping of excited charge carriers and then the afterglow properties, we reasoned that exploring facile chemical routes to defect tuning could offer an efficient way to rationally control and optimize the afterglow properties. Recently, low-temperature topochemical reactions, involving mild deintercalation of constituent atoms while conserving their present-day scarce types and huge potential in terms of sterilization, disinfection, cancer therapy, and so on,\cite{11,12} We also held a point of view that, through theory-driven intentional manipulation of defect states, we could gain a robust understanding of the underlying afterglow mechanism, which would in turn further promote more rational design of LPPs.

Herein, we report the use of theory-guided defect tuning experimentally enabled by topochemical reactions for accelerated discovery of emerging LPPs. We first examine the formation energies and the corresponding charge-transition levels of various point defects and defect complexes in an orthophosphate model system through systematic first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations, which indicate that introducing vacancy pairs and more complex defects facilitates the creation of shallow trap states with respect to the conduction and valence bands. We then show that such defects can be incorporated into the as-synthesized product through a solid-state reaction, which renders UVC afterglow occur because of slow release of trapped charge carriers via the 4Sd–4F transition of doped Pr3+ ions. Importantly, we demonstrate that a postsynthetically topochemical reaction can be used for creation and conversion of different defects governing the charge trapping–detrapping process, which enables stronger UVC afterglow. Based on structural characterizations including high-resolution synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD), positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS), and electron spin resonance (ESR), we discover that the charge trapping and detrapping processes are intimately associated with the dynamic changes in phosphorus–oxygen radicals, which leads us to propose a radical-involved afterglow mechanism. We finally demonstrate that our finding can trigger the discovery of other LPPs operating in the UVC and even other spectral range.

2. Results and Discussion

We chose lanthanum orthophosphate as a model system for our study (Figure S1, Supporting Information), with the idea that it can exhibit various structural defects such as atomic point defects, defect complexes, and radicals, and possess large band gaps that is suitable for UVC afterglow.\cite{30–46} We began by carrying out first-principles DFT calculations aimed at probing whether such defects hold potential to function as traps required for afterglow. The calculated bandgap of monoclinic LaPO4 is 5.19 eV (Figure S2, Supporting Information), relatively smaller than the experimental value of 6.40 eV.\cite{14} The formation energies of oxygen vacancies with different charges suggest that O3 vacancies with +2 (V03,2+) preferentially form in the structure (Table S1, Supporting Information). We also calculated the formation energies of oxygen-vacancy pairs with different charges, indicating that V03,12 (vacancy pair of one O3 and one O1 vacancy formed in one [PO4] unit) has the lowest formation energy (Table S2, Supporting Information).

To examine the trap depths with respect to the conduction and valence bands, we next calculated the thermodynamic charge-transition levels of different defect states. As displayed in Figure 1 and Figures S3–S14 (Supporting Information), we find that all charge-transition levels of oxygen vacancies situate at >0.5 eV above the maximum of the valence band, which could act as hole trapping centers, in particular for the ε(+/2+/1) level of V04-. In marked contrast, oxygen vacancy pairs can introduce shallow trap levels near the conduction band, accompanied by deep ones. For instance, the ε(−1/−2) level of V01,1- the ε(0/−1) level of V03,3 (simultaneous formation of O3 vacancy in nearby two [PO4] units), and the ε(0/−2) level of V03,4 are <0.25 eV below the minimum of the conduction band. We note that V03,3 can introduce trap levels near the conduction and valence bands. We also considered the possible cationic vacancies, based on the fact that the phosphorus source is easily evaporated during the synthesis. Interestingly, we reveal that, introducing Vp, VpO3 (simultaneous formation of one P and

Figure 1. Calculated thermodynamic charge transition levels for native defects in LaPO4, O1, O2, O3, and O4 atoms coordinate with P in one [PO4] tetrahedron.
one O3 vacancy in one [PO4] unit), V_{PO1.3}, and V_{PO1.4} (one P and four O vacancies in one [PO4] unit) causes the occurrence of a series of shallow trap levels near the conduction and/or valence bands. We point out that the suitable trap depth for room temperature afterglow is around 0.6 eV with respect to the conduction or valence band.\(^{[1,37]}\) Although the DFT method used here underestimate the bandgap, the presence of a series of charge-transition levels of different defect states leads us to hypothesize that these defects in LaPO4 could act as trap centers for afterglow.

To test this hypothesis, we synthesized Pr\(^{3+}\)-doped LaPO4 with a nominal composition of La\(_{1-x}\)PO\(_4\):xPr\(^{3+}\) by a solid-state reaction method. The reason for using Pr\(^{3+}\) as a dopant lies in its capability of UVC emissions corresponding to the 4f5d-4f\(^2\) transition.\(^{[38–40]}\) In the monoclinic LaPO4 crystal, La and P atoms coordinate with nine and four O atoms, respectively (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Laboratory XRD shows that incorporating Pr\(^{3+}\) ions does not introduce any new phase different from LaPO4 (Figure S15, Supporting Information).

We then conducted the high-resolution synchrotron XRD measurement at room temperature for the typical sample, La\(_{0.9925}\)PO\(_4\):0.0075Pr\(^{3+}\), to gain more structural information of Pr\(^{3+}\)-doped LaPO4. Rietveld refinement of the synchrotron XRD data has been conducted using the general structure analysis system (GSAS) software package.\(^{[41]}\) We first refined the background, cell parameters, pseudo-Voigt peak profile coefficients, atomic coordinates, and isotropic displacement factors for all atoms. After that, we refined the occupancies of phosphorus and oxygen atoms. We note that the refinement adequately converged to \(R_{wp} = 4.93\%\) and \(R_p = 3.74\%\), with reasonable isotropic displacement factors for all atoms, yielding a chemical composition of La[Pr\(_{x}\)P\(_{0.974}\)O\(_{3.607}\)] (Figure 2a; Table S3, Supporting Information). This strongly signifies the existence of a high density of oxygen and phosphorus vacancies in the lattice. Different from very small amounts of atomic vacancies in some products synthesized by solid-state reactions, the emergence of a considerable density of atomic vacancies in our case can be accounted for by a solid-state topochemical reaction occurring at high temperatures, possibly as a consequence of the low defect formation energy and the ready evaporation of phosphorus source.

We then proceeded to examine whether the as-synthesized defective Pr\(^{3+}\)-doped LaPO4 shows UVC afterglow. Considering the large bandgap of LaPO4, we chose X-ray as the excitation source to efficiently charge the phosphors. Interestingly, as expected, after X-ray irradiation the phosphors exhibit UVC afterglow emission with an emission maxima at 231 nm originating from the 4f5d→\(^1\)H\(_4\) transition of Pr\(^{3+}\) ions, accompanied by relatively weak UVA and visible afterglow assigned to the host and the 4f\(^2\)-4f\(^2\) intraconfigurational transitions, respectively (Figure 2b; Figure S16, Supporting Information).\(^{[38]}\) We emphasize that the afterglow duration and intensity depend on the doping concentrations of Pr\(^{3+}\) and X-ray irradiation time (Figures S17 and S18, Supporting Information). Figure 2c shows images of the UVC afterglow at room temperature, recorded using a UVC imager. Remarkably, the afterglow intensity decreases quickly in the first few minutes and then slowly decreases. We find that heating the 24 h decayed product at 200 °C leads to UVC emissions that last for 30 s, and that irradiating it using a 450 nm laser also causes such emissions with a lasting time over 100 s (Figure S19, Supporting Information). These observations unambiguously indicate that our as-prepared, defective Pr\(^{3+}\)-doped LaPO4 can show afterglow and also suggest that, besides shallow traps suitable for room temperature afterglow, some charge carriers are trapped in deep traps. We underscore that the afterglow monitored at 231 nm for the best sample, La\(_{0.9925}\)PO\(_4\):0.0075Pr\(^{3+}\) (abbreviated as LPPO hereafter), lasts over 2 h after X-ray irradiation for 600 s that corresponds to a dose of 12 Gy (Figure 3a). We note that under the excitation of 200 nm UV light for 5 min, we did not observe any afterglow, which can be ascribed to the large bandgap of LaPO4 that makes charging impossible.

Aiming at optimizing the afterglow properties, we next sought to tune the defect states in Pr\(^{3+}\)-doped LaPO4 through a post synthetically topochemical reaction using CaH\(_2\) as oxygen getters (see details in the Experimental Section). The key is to extract oxygen atoms in the lattice for intentional creation of a higher concentration of shallow traps that can favor stronger room-temperature UVC afterglow. The samples were denoted Ca–T-t, where T and t represent the treatment temperature in degree centigrade and the duration in hours, respectively. We note that such a mild treatment cannot affect the crystalline order.

Figure 2. a) Rietveld fit to the high-resolution SXRD pattern. b) Time-dependent afterglow spectra and c) UVC images of the as-synthesized LPPO taken at different times after ceasing X-ray irradiation.
phase and the morphology of the sample (Figures S20 and S21, Supporting Information). The photoluminescence of the reduced phosphors exhibits decreased intensity with the increase of treatment time (Figure S22, Supporting Information). We find that the afterglow behaviors are closely associated with the treatment temperature and duration; the optimal temperature is confirmed to be 500 °C (Figure S23, Supporting Information). The photoluminescence of the reduced sample to the increased concentrations of oxygen vacancies and large voids, respectively. We then focus on the elucidation of the UVC afterglow mechanism through examining the charge carrier trapping–detrapping process in the best reduced sample. Considering that this process is closely related to the change in the charge-carrier state, we thus tried to monitor it by ESR. Note that here we mainly discuss the defects closely associated with the room-temperature UVC afterglow. The formation of oxygen vacancies, either in the synthesis or the postsynthetically topochemical treatment, can be described by the following equation, where the Kröger–Vink notation is used.

\[ \text{O} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 + \text{V}_{\text{O}^2}^- + 2e^- \]  

(1)

Simultaneous formation of two oxygen vacancies in one [PO₄] tetrahedron can result in the occurrence of undercoordinated P–O unit, namely, [P=O]. As shown in Figure 5a, before X-ray irradiation the sample shows an ESR signal with \( g = 2.0002 \) and a line width of 34 G, which can be assigned to the [PO₄]²⁻ radical that also exists in other phosphorus-containing compounds. The presence of the [PO₄]²⁻ radicals, due to the removal of two coordinated oxygen atoms from the [PO₄] structural units, is in consistence with the PALS result. Under X-ray irradiation, constituent atoms in the product interact with X-ray photons, and high-energy electrons are ejected from lattice atoms, accompanied by the creation of holes (process ② in Figure 5b); such ejected high-energy electrons produce secondary

The longest component (\( \tau_1 \)) can be tentatively attributed to large voids such as vacancy clusters. Based on the calculated positron lifetimes (Table 2), the shortest lifetime component (\( \tau_2 \)) can be ascribed to the positron trapped at oxygen divacancies (\( V_{\text{O}_2,\text{O}} \)), while the component (\( \tau_3 \)) can be assigned to vacancy associates (\( V_{\text{PO}_1-4} \)) (Figure 4). We point out that the relative intensity (i.e., \( I_1, I_2, \) and \( I_3 \)) of positron lifetimes can quantify the abundance of these defects, which indicate that oxygen divacancies are predominant in both samples, accompanied by relatively less vacancy associates (\( V_{\text{PO}_1-4} \) and large voids (Table 1).

In light of all these observations, it is reasonable to link the enhanced room-temperature UVC afterglow and stronger thermally- and light-stimulated emissions in the reduced sample to the increased concentrations of oxygen divacancies and large voids, respectively. The presence of the \( V_{\text{O}_2,\text{O}} \) is in consistence with the PALS result. Under X-ray irradiation, constituent atoms in the product interact with X-ray photons, and high-energy electrons are ejected from lattice atoms, accompanied by the creation of holes (process ② in Figure 5b); such ejected high-energy electrons produce secondary

### Table 1. Positron lifetime parameters of LPPO and Ca-144h.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>( \tau_1 ) [ps]</th>
<th>( \tau_2 ) [ps]</th>
<th>( \tau_3 ) [ps]</th>
<th>( I_1 ) [%]</th>
<th>( I_2 ) [%]</th>
<th>( I_3 ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LPPO</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>2084</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca-144h</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>2297</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is well recognized that knowing the species of defects is prerequisite for a robust understanding of the afterglow mechanism. We therefore took the PALS measurement of the as-synthesized and the best reduced samples, considering that it can provide crucial information regarding the species and relative concentrations of structural defects, even at a parts-per-million level. The positron lifetime spectra of both samples exhibit three fitted lifetime components (Figure 3c, Table 1).
high-energy electrons. These created hot charge carriers are then subject to thermalization and captured by traps in the lattice (process (2) and (3)). Interestingly, the X-ray-irradiated sample shows one ESR signal with \( g = 2.0058 \) and a line width of 50 G, which is wider and stronger than that without irradiation (Figure 5a; Figure S28, Supporting Information). This signal can be assigned to the \([\text{PO}_2]^0\) radical that can form as follows:[44]

\[
[\text{PO}_2]^{2-} \rightarrow [\text{PO}_2]^0 + 2e^- \tag{2}
\]

Furthermore, the stronger intensity of the \([\text{PO}_2]^{0}\) radical suggests that other processes may also involve its formation. We surmise that the some ESR-inactive phosphorus–oxygen units, such as the \([\text{PO}_3]^-\) unit, can be transformed into the \([\text{PO}_2]^{0}\) radical under X-ray irradiation, which can be shown by the following equation

\[
[\text{PO}_3]^- \rightarrow [\text{PO}_2]^0 + e^- \tag{3}
\]

Besides, two weak peaks at \( g = 2.0682 \) and 2.0648 in the irradiated sample can be attributed to the \( O^\bullet \) radical.[45] Subsequently, the released excited electron can be captured by oxygen divacancies

\[
2V_G^\bullet + 2e^- \rightarrow 2V_G^\circ \tag{4}
\]

where \( 2V_G^\circ \) denotes oxygen divacancies. After undergoing the processes (1–3), the energy storage can be realized. We note that the charge-transition levels of oxygen divacancies are near the conduction band (Figure 1), which allows the trapped electrons thermally detrapp into the conduction band at room temperature (process (4)). We surmise that the holes probably couple with the \( \text{Pr}^{3+} \) ions (process (4)), and when the detrapped electrons are down to the 5d band of the \( \text{Pr}^{3+} \), we can view the formation of excited \( \text{Pr}^{3+} \) ions, which subsequently gives rise to the UVC afterglow (process (4)). After 24 h decay, the sample shows nearly identical ESR with that before X-ray irradiation; this nearly synchronous changes in the ESR and afterglow, combined with the exact identification of defect species in our system (Figure 3c and Tables 1 and 2), suggest that the phosphorus–oxygen radicals involve in the afterglow. The charge-carrier release and recapture by the phosphorus–oxygen radicals can be described based on the following equations

\[
2V_G^\circ \rightarrow 2V_G^\bullet + 2e^- \tag{5}
\]

\[
[\text{PO}_2]^0 + 2e^- \rightarrow [\text{PO}_2]^{2-} \tag{6}
\]

That is, the stored energy is released in the form of photons through electron migration and recombination with holes, in which \( \text{Pr}^{3+} \) ions act as the energy release channel. We point out that the exact coupling between traps and \( \text{Pr}^{3+} \) ions still remains unclear, although our results unambiguously signify that the phosphorus–oxygen radicals involve in the afterglow.

We underscore that the ESR results suggest that the sample can be repeatedly charged by X-ray, which is in an excellent agreement with our experimental results (Figure S29, Supporting Information). Collectively, the room-temperature afterglow shown in our product can be considered to be dominated by a radical-involved electron trapping and detrapping process. We emphasize that deep traps as shown in Figure 1 also involve the trapping of charge carriers, as suggested by the thermoluminescence and photostimulated luminescence measurements (Figures S19 and S25–S27, Supporting Information). Although the afterglow intensity of the best sample reported here is weaker than that of previously reported \( \text{Pr}^{3+}\)-doped \( \text{Cs}_2\text{NaYF}_6 \) (Figure S30, Supporting Information),[11] our work clearly shows that intentional creation of defects favoring afterglow in targeted systems can be adopted as a powerful tool for rational design of persistent phosphors with much clearer afterglow mechanisms. We note that the defective \( \text{LaPO}_4 \) can be used as a host not only for UVC afterglow, but also for afterglow in other spectral range. For instance, by using \( \text{Tb}^{3+} \) ions as emitters, the as-synthesized product demonstrates UVA afterglow with a duration of more than 2 h (Figure S31, Supporting Information). Additionally, we further find that other compounds with phosphorus–oxygen groups such as pyrophosphates can also be employed as hosts for UV afterglow (Figure S32, Supporting Information).

Table 2. Calculated positron lifetimes of \( \text{LaPO}_4 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect</th>
<th>Bulk</th>
<th>( V_{O_{2,1}} )</th>
<th>( V_{O_{2,2}} )</th>
<th>( V_{O_{2,4}} )</th>
<th>( V_{PO_{1-4}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime [ps]</td>
<td>186.5</td>
<td>192.4</td>
<td>190.0</td>
<td>192.1</td>
<td>326.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[2V_G^\circ \rightarrow 2V_G^\bullet + 2e^-\]

\([\text{PO}_2]^0 + 2e^- \rightarrow [\text{PO}_2]^{2-}\]

Figure 4. a–d) Positron density distribution (yellow) in \( \text{LaP}_{1-x}\text{O}_{4+x} \) with a) \( V_{O_{2,1}} \), b) \( V_{O_{2,2}} \), c) \( V_{O_{2,4}} \), and d) \( V_{PO_{1-4}} \) defects. e–h) Positron density in \( \text{LaP}_{1-x}\text{O}_{4+y} \) along the (001) plane for the trapped positrons of e) \( V_{O_{2,1}} \), f) \( V_{O_{2,2}} \), g) \( V_{O_{2,4}} \), and h) \( V_{PO_{1-4}} \) defects.
Information), which probably is dominated by a similar afterglow mechanism deserving to be further studied.

3. Conclusion

To summarize, we have demonstrated that theory-guided defect tuning through topochemical reactions, superior to the traditional method of trial and error, can be used for rational design of emerging LPPs, thus accelerating their discovery. First-principles calculations enabled us to identify that defective LaPO₄ could be employed as a candidate host for afterglow, considering the different defect states. The exact defects are subsequently identified experimentally, suggesting the dominant presence of the [PO₂] defects. We demonstrated that the species and concentrations of structural defects in Pr³⁺-doped LaPO₄ can be rationally tuned through topochemical reactions, which leads us to create one class of UVC LPPs with a lasting time as long as 2 h. Importantly, we showed that such a theory-guided defect tuning, combined with a wide range of advanced characterizations including the synchrotron XRD, PALS, and ESR, can lead us to gain a robust understanding of the radical-involved afterglow mechanism. We finally demonstrated that our finding can be extended for the design and discovery of more emerging LPPs. We envisage that our work opens up possibilities of accelerating discovery of novel LPPs and even other optoelectronic materials.

4. Experimental Section

**Synthesis of Persistent Phosphors:** Pr³⁺ doped LaPO₄ with the nominal composition of La₁₋ₓPO₄₋ₓPrₓ³⁺ (x = 0.0025, 0.0050, 0.0075, 0.010, and 0.030) was synthesized using a traditional high-temperature solid-state reaction method. The chemicals, La₂O₃ (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%), NH₄H₂PO₄ (3 mol% excess, Aladdin, 99.99%), and Pr₆O₁₁ (Alfa Aesar, 99.996%) were used as received. Stoichiometric amounts of La₂O₃, NH₄H₂PO₄, and Pr₆O₁₁ were homogeneously mixed and ground and then first sintered in alumina crucible at 500 °C for 4 h in air. The resulting powders were then reground, and finally sintered at 1350 °C in air for 4 h. After cooling to room temperature naturally, the as-obtained white powder collected and stored for further characterization. Alumina crucible with a purity of 99% was used as vessels in the above experiment.

**Topochemical Treatment of As-Synthesized Persistent Phosphors:** The as-synthesized La₀.₉₉₂₅PO₄₋₀.₀₀₇₅Pr₃⁺ was topochemically treated by using CaH₂ (dry, Aladdin, 98.5%) as an oxygen getter in a sealed glass tube under vacuum. CaH₂ was not mixed with the material to avoid contamination. Approximately 0.17 g of powder was placed in a small semiclosed glass tube and then this was placed in a larger and longer glass tube with four mole equivalent of CaH₂ powder. All operations were performed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox (O₂ and H₂O < 0.1 ppm). The larger tube was then flame sealed under vacuum. The tubes were then heated at temperatures ranging from 200 to 560 °C for different durations.

**Structural and Morphological Characterization:** Laboratory XRD patterns were recorded at room temperature with a Bruker D2 PHASER diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 1.5418 Å). High-resolution synchrotron XRD experiments for the structural refinement were performed on SPring-8 BL02B2 of the Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute (JASRI) to obtain high-quality diffraction patterns at room temperature. The fine powder sample for high-resolution synchrotron XRD was sealed into Hilgenberg glass capillary with an internal diameter of 0.1 mm. The capillary was rotated during the measurement to reduce the preferred orientation effect and to average the intensity. The X-ray wavelength used is 0.41410 Å. Rietveld structural refinement was performed against the XRD data utilizing the GSAS program. Field-emission scanning electron microscope images were obtained by using a Hitachi SU8010 scanning electron microscope operating at 10 kV accelerating voltage. Low-temperature ESR spectra were performed on an ESR spectrometer (JEOL JES-X320) at 173 K.

**Photoluminescence, Afterglow, and Thermoluminescence Characterizations:** Downconversion luminescence spectra were recorded using a Bruker IFS 113v FTIR spectrometer (Germany) equipped with an InSb detector and cooled by liquid nitrogen. Afterglow spectra were obtained using a Princeton Instruments Acton SP-2300i monochromator and a Princeton Instruments RETI CCD camera. Thermoluminescence glow curves were recorded on a TA Instruments SDT Q600 simultaneous thermal analysis/differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC) instrument.

---

Figure 5. a) ESR spectra of the Ca-144h sample before and after X-ray irradiation, and 24 h decay. b) Schematic illustration of the proposed afterglow mechanism. The solid black arrows represent electronic transitions. The gray rectangles denote electron and hole trap states. Oxygen divacancies and large voids act as the shallow and deep electron traps, respectively. The purple, blue, and red arrows represent the optical transitions corresponding to the UVC, blue, and red emissions, respectively.
recorded with a monochromator (iHR550, Horiba) equipped with a PMT (Hamamatsu, R928) under the excitation of a 450 nm laser diode. Upconversion luminescence spectra were recorded with a monochromator (iHR550, Horiba) equipped with a PMT (Hamamatsu, R928) under the excitation of a 450 nm laser diode. The excitation power density is 8.78 W cm⁻². Persistent luminescence spectra and persistent decay curves were measured using an FLS980 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Edinburgh Instruments Ltd.) equipped with a photomultiplier (R928P with an applied voltage of 950 V, Hamamatsu) at different duration after stoppage of X-ray irradiation. 0.02 g powders in aluminum plates (one powder in one plate) were irradiated with the above X-ray irradiator for 600 s that corresponds to a dose of 120 Gy after stoppage the irradiation for 5 min, the persistent spectra and decay curves were recorded with EM slit of 10 nm. The time schedule for each measurement was the same. Thermoluminescence glow curves were measured with an FJ-427A1 thermoluminescent dosimeter, with a heating rate of 1 °C s⁻¹ from 35 to 350 °C. 0.2 g powder was first irradiated with an RS-2000 biological irradiator equipped with a tungsten target (160 kV, 25 mA) for 600 s at room temperature, and then were left for 48 h before the thermoluminescence measurement.

Real-Time Afterglow Measurements by a UVC Imager: UVC images were recorded by a homemade visible-blind UVC imager. The UVC signals from the samples, which were recorded as the number of photons in the corresponding UVC imager. The area of blue regions in the UVC images corresponds to the intensity of UVC afterglow; the larger the area, the stronger the afterglow. To avoid photon count saturates, a relatively low applied voltage (1.80 V) was used in the process of recording initial UVC images. The initial UVC images were taken in different time intervals after stopping the X-ray irradiation. The distance between the imager and the sample was 100 cm. Photostimulated UVC images of the 24 h decayed phosphors were recorded from 1 s after turning on the laser irradiation of 450 nm with a power density of 1.27 W cm⁻². Thermostimulated UVC images of the 24 h decayed phosphors were taken from 4 s after putting the sample on the hot plate; the temperature of the hot plate is 200 °C. Both photostimulated and thermostimulated UVC images were taken at 24 h after stoppage of X-ray irradiation.

Positron Annihilation Measurement: To conduct the positron lifetime experiments, the as-prepared samples were pressed into round disc with diameter of 8 mm and thickness of 1 mm, and then a 20 µCi positron source of ²²Na was sandwiched between two identical samples. The positron lifetime experiments were carried out with an ORTEC fast-fast coincidence system with a time resolution of about 200 ps in full width at half maximum at room temperature, and the total counts of each lifetime spectrum exceeded three million. Positron lifetime spectra were deconvoluted by using the LT9 code. One channel represented the time of 12.7 ps. Positron lifetime calculations were performed using the ATSUP method and the generalized gradient approximation, in which the electron density and the positron crystalline Coulomb potential were constructed by the non-self-consistent superposition of free atom electron density and Coulomb potential in the absence of the positron. The model of 2 × 2 × 2 supercells was used for positron lifetime calculations of LaPO₄ with unrelaxed structure vacancy. The crystal structure and electron-density distribution were drawn with the program VESTA.

**Geometric Optimizations and Band Structural Calculations:** The initial atomic positions and symmetry information of the host crystal were taken from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database. GGA-PBEsol calculations were adopted for atomic relaxation, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). [46, 47] The La (5s²5p⁶5d⁵6s²6p⁶), P (3s²3p³), and O (2s²2p⁴) were treated as valence electrons, and their interactions with the cores were described by the projector augmented wave method. [53] Band structure calculations of the host material LaPO₄ were carried out in VASP by utilizing fully self-consistent calculations with 75 k-points centered at Γ point following the Automatic-mesh scheme, and then 113 k-points containing [Z′, G′, Y′, A′, B′, D′, E′, C′] were set to perform a non-self-consistent calculation to complete the band structure calculations. Plane-wave cut-off energies were set at 400 eV following the previous paper. [52] The defects of various oxygen vacancies, P vacancies and clustering of those vacancies were modeled by removing appropriate atoms from a 1 × 2 × 2 supercell containing 96 atoms. The structural relaxation was performed by utilizing the conjugate gradient technique. The equilibrium structures were obtained by optimizing atomic positions until the energy change was less than 10⁻⁶ eV and the Hellmann–Feynman forces on atoms were less than 0.01 eV Å⁻¹. The plane-wave cut-off energy was set to 400 eV and only one k-point Γ was used for sampling the Brillouin zone.

**Formation Energy of Defects:** The formation energy of defects V₂₀ and V₂ are calculated by using the expression

\[
\Delta E_f \left[ X^i \right] = \left( E_{\text{tot}} \left[ X^i \right] + E_{\text{corr}} \right) - E_{\text{tot}} [\text{bulk}] - \sum_{n_i} \mu_{i} + q (E_F + E_{\text{VBM}})
\]

where \( E_{\text{tot}} \) is the total energy of the optimized LaPO₄ supercell containing P vacancies and O vacancies, and \( E_{\text{corr}}[\text{bulk}] \) is the calculated total energies of perfect supercell. \( n_i \) are the numbers of the atoms of elements \( i \), which are added to \( n_i > 0 \) or removed from \( n_i < 0 \) the perfect supercell. The analog of the chemical potential for “charge” is given by the chemical potential of the electrons, \( E_F \) is the Fermi level, referenced to the VBM of the bulk. As for the correction term \( E_{\text{corr}} \), the primarily finite-size effects for charge defects were just included. \( \mu_{i} \) is the atomic chemical potential of the element La, P, and O. Their atomic chemical potential are adopted

\[
\mu_{La} = \frac{-3 \mu_{O}}{2} \quad (8)
\]

\[
\mu_{P} = \frac{-5 \mu_{O}}{2} \quad (9)
\]

where La₃O₅ and P₂O₅ are the calculated total energy per formula unit for the La₃O₅ and P₂O₅, respectively. The chemical potential of O depends on the environment condition.

\[ E_{\text{corr}} = \text{account for electrostatic interactions between supercells},[54,55] \]

i.e.,

\[
E_{\text{corr}} = (1 + f) \frac{g^2 \alpha_{LA}}{2 e L} \quad (10)
\]

Here the meanings and values adopted in the calculations are: \( 1 + f = 2 / 3 \), the net charge \( q = +1 \) for the LaPO₄ supercell with O vacancy in which one electron is removed so that a \( V_{20} \) is created, the dielectric constant \( \varepsilon = 3.658 \), the linear supercell dimension \( L = \sqrt{2 / 13} \approx 10.52 \) Å (supercell volume \( L^3 \)), and the Madelung-like constant \( \alpha_{LA} = 2.837 \) for a cubic supercell. [56] Hence, \( E_{\text{corr}} \) is estimated to be about 0.35 eV for +1 charged O vacancy supercell.
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